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About This Game

Run, jump and slash your way through an epic, vast world of challenges and embark on an epic adventure! The retro 2D hack
and slash, platformer adventure game is now also available on PC. Help Mahluk on his adventure to stand against darkness and

bring back the peace and serenity that once was.

A dark civilization that lived long before mankind, and a evil, devil king powerful enough to rule the civilization, mankind and
the world: Kindar. He ruled his world with cruelty for 3000 years. He sent the ones who did not obey him to the underground

kingdom filled with pain, torture and misery. No one could come back, but only a mysterious one managed to escape. Legends
say, he was an assassin or an exiled king. He was overcoming every obstacle in his path and moving towards to Kindar’s castle

with anger and vengeance that can be seen in his red eyes. Evil forces could no longer stop him.
If you enjoy classic hack and slash, platformer, retro adventure games, then you will love this! Forget looking for your old

consoles and cartridges, you will be able to revive the nostalgic childhood memories on your computer.

PLAY WITH THE MOST FEARLESS ADVENTURER. BE THE HERO, AND JOIN THE QUEST TO SAVE THE DARK
PLANET NOW!

Our retro styled addicting game will be one of your favorite adventure games. As we want to keep the vintage style, you can
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play the game with your gamepad or controller, and you don´t need an internet connection to play. Designed with love, we
conjure up the spirit of old school adventure games giving an epic twist to the story, so you can feel like you are playing the

most famous sagas on a new realm, with new characters and a new environment in this world.

A GREAT ADVENTURE
• Explore a magical realm full of dungeons, mountains, treasures... and horrendous monsters.

• Gain experience and level-up and power-up your character.
• Lots of dark areas to explore, and monsters to face off.

ETHEREAL MAGIC AND SHARP SWORDS
• Find powerful weapons, items and discover great spells to defeat your enemies in different ways.

• Venture into gloomy caves and dungeons to discover powerful, hidden treasures.
• Customize the controls to your preference.

FEATURES
• 16 handcrafted levels

• 3 "End of the Act" bosses,
• Over 30 different enemies like zombies, orcs, goblins, flying ones...

• 4 different weapons.
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Title: Mahluk:Dark Demon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Serkan Bakar
Publisher:
Serkan Bakar
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 Mb

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English
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Poor, never worked. Got all the achievments within 11 minutes.
10\/10. Player Bases.
\u2610 Kids.
\u2611 Everyone.
\u2610 Mature.
\u2611 Casual Players.
\u2610 Pro players.

Graphics.
\u2610 Potato.
\u2610 Really Bad.
\u2610 Bad.
\u2610 OK.
\u2611 Good.
\u2610 Beautiful.
\u2610 Masterpiece.

Price.
\u2610 Full Price.
\u2610 Wait For Sale.
\u2610 Refund It If You Can.
\u2610 Don't Buy It.
\u2611 Free.

Requirements.
\u2611 Minimum.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Fast.
\u2610 High End.
\u2610 Super Computer.

Difficulty.
\u2610 Easy.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2611 Hard.
\u2610 Very Hard.
\u2610 Death March.
\u2610 Dark Souls.

Game length.
\u2610 Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
\u2610 Long. ( 16+ hours)
\u2611 Endless.

Story.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have One.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
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\u2610 Fantastic.

Cinematic\/Art.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Like Watching A Movie.

Music\/Sound.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Decent.
\u2610 Average.
\u2611 Good.
\u2610 Amazing.

Gameplay.
\u2610 Terrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2611 Fantastic.

Bugs.
\u2610 Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
\u2610 Game Breaking Bugs.
\u2610 Lots of bugs.
\u2611 Few Bugs.
\u2610 Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: \u2610
Singleplayer: \u2611

Final Score:
7\/10

Highly Recommended!. The game is worth a dollar right now. Take your dollar and use it to buy anything but this game. It'd be
better spent. This game does not represent even New York City, and even America itself correctly.

Firstly, you're allowed to drive on the left hand side of the road. Does this game hate America?

Secondly, none of the taxis in this game represent the actual taxis that exist in NYC. The NYC taxi fleet are made up of
Toyotas, Chevys and Fords, and more, but not this unbranded abomination of a relic from the past century that looks like it
came out of communist Russia during the 80s.

Thirdly, the gameplay is terrible. Apart from the bs from the physics engine (is there even one?) that causes you to crash into
cars and lampposts alike, and the bland, endlessly repeating, poorly textured landscape, the game mechanic itself is very
elementary. By that I mean that this game contains about as much gameplay as a free flash game that you may be able to
find online somewhere like FreeOnlineGames or Miniclip.

Fourthly, the levelling system. I wanted to explore the game further to write a more comprehensive review but the levelling
system is entirely aimless. The "Classic ride" passengers are never seemingly satisfied (might have something to do with all
the fire hydrants I'm hitting on the way), and always rate the ride 1\/5 stars. There is no explanation as to how this star
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system is calculated, and therefore I would have had to find out by the method of trial and error. However, my patience had
run out two passenger rides into the game, so I never got a chance to find out the mechanics behind that system.

Overall, this game is NOT worth playing. There are free flash games out there that are better made than this game, and I
would definitely not recommend this game to anyone I know (except to maybe gift them the game to annoy them).

I have also made a video review that you can check out if you want the above description in less words and in more pictures.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MTcHJjFHYu8. This game looks and plays great. There could always be more content
but it's def one of the best sports games on the vive.. Not to put too fine a point on it, but: there is not enough Dungeon Keeper
in the world. Impire looks like a decent-enough clone of Dungeon Keeper, but it is sufficiently unique in most respects to be its
own game. This is both good, and bad.

The good side of things is how Impire handles dungeon management. By zooming out or pressing a hotkey, you\u2019re given a
flat top-down view of your dungeon. Here, you can queue up units, build rooms, order upgrades and place traps. Units, like
minotaurs, vampires, imps, warlocks and such, can be put into squads of six. Squads in turn can be moved around as a single
unit, and coordinate their attacks. A well-formed squad of a tank, some ranged casters, a healer, and a general damage-dealer,
are highly effective at handling almost any situation. Ladders may randomly appear in your dungeon, bringing adventurers
that\u2019ll try to destroy things. You can build things like a Tavern that lure adventurers in and gets them drunk, making them
weaker, but it\u2019s not really necessary.

You are limited in exactly what types of units and rooms you can build initially, and here is where things get idiosyncratic. As
you complete set objectives removed from the main mission objectives, you earn DEM points which can be placed into a Diablo-
esq skill tree, which resets each mission. If you want minotaurs for this mission, you may have to sacrifice gaining some spells,
or a type of room, etc. It gives the genre a kind of build-order strategy, which isn\u2019t bad, but it can rub you the wrong way.
Squads can be sent off on raiding missions using an overworld map, which removes the squad from your dungeon for a time. If
they succeed at the raid, you gain much-needed resources, as a dungeon is not entirely self-sufficient. There is no ore to mine,
like in Dungeon Keeper.

The game can be played cooperatively over network or Internet, up to four players, or competitively if that\u2019s your thing.
The cooperative mode works well enough, each player gets their own dungeon, and each dungeon has it\u2019s own entrance
into a kind of common battle area where mission objectives are usually located. The plot is amusing, in a 90s video game kind
of way, and while it innovates where it counts, Impire fails in the areas it needs most.

For everything Impire does right, with its own spin on the dungeon management genre, it gets equal amounts wrong. This is the
type of game that\u2019s best bought while on sale, and only if you really want this kind of thing.

Bonus: Is this Majesty\u2019s Ardania?

You are correct, sire! Impire takes place in the fictional fantasy realm of Ardania of the Majesty series. Much of the design,
how things look and act, are direct nods to their counterparts in Majesty. The plot even involves you playing as a subservient
demon in the employ of the son of a certain Scottish-sounding Advisor.... This is a good app and it works just fine. It does what
it is suppose to. No problems on my end for the most part. I use the full version.

On that note: If you get a zero score then the test failed for some reason. Try to rerun it a few times before getting irate and even
in that case post a comment in the discussions if you can't figure out how to fix it yourself. You will most likely get a response
pretty quickly within reason.

The issues that I have had with this program, 3DMark, and VR Mark were due to running 3rd party overclocking utilities,
drivers updates (in this case resetting the drivers or changing one thing in the NVIDIA control panel fixed the issue for me), or
having hardware monitoring selected in the options of the 3Dmark app itself.

I have been running these benchmarks for weeks and months and these apps work just fine outside the things I just said which
were not actually the apps fault.
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The negative reviews are bogus.. Overall, it's a fun VR boxing style workout. If that's what you're looking for, then go for it.
Personally, it motivated me to find new ways to workout. All the humidity from sweating worried me, as it would be all over the
inside of the goggles. If you don't mind cleaning out all the nooks and crannies, it's worth having. This more or less taught me I
don't really want to use my headset for working out.. This is yet another rpg game, besides that this game was very enjoyable,
why? because serious battles and events are broken up with humour, the story is absurd and the characters have interesting back
stories and emotions.
The only thing I would have to complain about is that it has a couple of glitches but the developers are able to fix these issues
fairly prompty. All in all if you want a game that cracks you up, gives you a giggle and doesn't take too long this game is for
you!

7/10

I liked the game but I found it hard to sustain my interest at times, and sometimes found it hard to actually find where I had to
go as the directions were very vague from the in-game characters.. This game surprised me . You know it's something special .
Graphics, gameplay ? No ... It's the atmosphere . Good graphics , this game helps to get into it . The gameplay does not get
bored. The play of light is doing its job . I'm not talking about an excellent balance of objects. What can we say , you can drink
wine! This will give a negative (or positive effect ? ) . I advise everyone !

10 barrels of wine from 10 .
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quot;Forsaken is quite good actually". Not a bad game, but some late puzzles could be made to have more sense and hints to
solve them. I think this game could use a remake..
This should be enough to comment on this game - as some other people would tell me it's not, let me add this: It doesn't even
work. First, I get to read this introduction letter. Next step is waiting for what feels like hours for that thing to load. Then it
crashes. charming. There is nothing I can say about this game, but it seems that it doesn't want me to anyway.
But hey, in case you like to look at a game torturing itself by trying to load, go ahead, this might be the game designed for you!
:). I buy this to support DEVS
Hope they will fix servers and glitch soon.... This content mostly revolves around the new "Area X". It's not bad, and I'm not
going to look a gift horse in the mouth, it's just not exactly what I was hoping for.. A lighthearted kid-friendly adventure game,
that feels as though it is supposed to be funny, but due to poor comedic timing and a sub-par voice cast, ends up not being very
funny at all. Most puzzles are simplistic, and the ones that aren't are obnoxiously arbitrary. Short, unfunny, and not very
interesting... Puzzle Bots isn't really worth your money, I'd go spend that 5 bucks elsewhere.

New weapon added (Whip):
Big sword removed and added faster and powerfull Whip!. Two player challenge mod added!:
Hi! Everyone. Added new achievements and 2 player challenge mod. You can challenge your friends at the same pc.. Crt
Effect added for retro lovers!:
Added crt tv effect for retro lovers!. achievements added!:
Hi everyone! I added 9 achievements. Have fun. Added new shop items:
Hi everyone! Added new items and two player mode.
Have fun!
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